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Abstract

The REXS satellite was launched into an elliptical orbit on August 19, 1972.
VLF electric a nd magne tic field experiments cove rin g the frequenc y range from 300
Hz to 21 KH z was made with this satelli te. The operation of the satellite in orbit
was sa tisfactory durin g several revolutions, exce p t that the satellite was noisy in lower
frequency bands of electric field and a lso in all frequency bands of magnetic field.
Though, unfortunately, the telemeter system was damaged by accident on the t hird
d a y after launching, preliminary analysis has shown some n ew distinctive features on
th e record of dynamic sp ectra.

1.

Introduction

The REXS (Radio Exploration Satelli te) is the second scien tific satellite pla nned
by the Institute of Space a nd Aeronautical Science of the University of Tokyo.
T h e purpose of the REXS satellite is to observe the natura l phenom ena in th e ionosphere a nd magnetosphere. For thi s purpose, the experiments on board the REXS
satellite included a plasma d ensity measurement (IPS), an electron temperatu re probe
(TEL), an electron beam a nalyser (EBA), a cyclotron instab ility exper imen t (CIE),
electromagn etic a nd plasma wave experiments (PWP) a nd an ea rth's magn e tic field
measurement (MGS ). Among th ese experiments, we h ave taken cha rge of a part of
the electromagnetic a nd plasma wave experiments (PWP). The aim of obse rving the
electromagnetic a nd plasma waves in th e ionosphere and m agnetospher e, is to study
emission mechanism and transmission characteristics of ELF / VLF radio waves in
relatio n to the interaction between plasma part icles a nd electromagnetic waves. As
the observing frequency range was limited from 300Hz to 21 KHz, the phenomena
which arc expected to be observed are w histlers, VLF signal waves from the t rans-
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millers on the g round, VLF emissions, lower h ybrid resonances, eq ua torial VLF
hisses, plasma waves, etc. In order to study t h ese electromagnetic wave phenomen a
in the ionosphe re a nd magnetosphere, it was plann ed to observe the spatial and
tempo ral distributions of the frequency spectrum of thr elec tric and magn etic field
intensities wit hin these observing f requencies on the REXS satellite.
This pape r describes the outline of the observing equipme nt and t h e preliminary
results obtained with the REXS sa tellite.

2.

Equip ment

The experimental equipmen t consists of two elect ric monopole antennas, a magnetic loop antenna a nd a ste p-frequency receiv e r. The antenna system is mounted
on the top of the sateilite, a nd its position a nd orientation on the satellite are shown
in Fig. I. The magnetic loop a n tenna, wh ose axis is perpendicular to the spi n axis
of the satell ite, consists of a 20 tu rn shielded loop of rectangu lar form 0.58x0.23 m 2 •
The loop wires are electrostatically shielded by an a lminium pipe to reduce the
antenna e ffect. Three electric monopole antennas, whose axes a re p erpendicula r to
t he spin axis of the satellite, are arranged with the angle of 120 ° to one anot her, as
shown in Fig. l. Two of the three monopole antennas arc used for the PWP experi/
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General view of the REXS Satellite.
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Fig. 2.

Block diagram of the PWP equipment.

mcnt and the other for the IPS measurement. The base of the antennas which
contains the extension mechanism of the antenna, is shielded to reduce interfering
noises generating in the satellite to an acceptable leve l. The pre-amplifiers which
are desirable to be mounted just below the base of the antennas, are installed in the
satellite body to avoid the variation of temperature. Therefore, the signals from t he
antennas are introduced to the pre-amplifiers by a doubly sh ielded coaxial cable
having a length of about 50 em. In order to avoid the lowering of sensitivity due
to a plenty of distributed capacitance, an unity gain amplifier which acts as an
impedance transfo rm er for driving the shield case of the base of the antenna and
the inner shield of the coaxial cable, is used to cancel this harmful distributed
capacity. The input impedance of the pre-amplifier for the electric field can be
represented equivalently by a 10 meg-ohms resistor in parallel with a 30 pF capacitor.
A pair of outputs from the pre-amplifiers connecting to the monopole a ntennas is
added to and subtracted from each other, as shown in the block diagram of Fig. 2.
The outputs through the adder and the subtracter are named as Ws a nd Wd, respectively, and the output from the loop as L. At the beginning of the design, two
spherical antennas, supported by two booms arranged with the a n gle of 180°, were
planned to b e used for the electric field measurement. Therefo re, Ws and Wd
represented the field intensity co mponents which were parallel and perpendicular,
respectively, to the spin axis of the satell ite. But. as a no ther monopole antenna was
added for the IPS measurement, the three monopole antennas were re-arranged with
the angle of 120° on the top of the satellite. As a result, Ws still remains unchanged
to represent the electric field component perpendicular to the spin axis, while Ws
becomes to contain the electric field components not only parallel but also perpendicular to the spin axis. In this antenna system, the effective length for Wd is about
I m for the electromagnetic waves perpendicular to the spin axis and that for Ws is
about 10 em for the parallel component of the wave.

2fi

Because of th e rest riction on weight and
power comumption, only a step-frequency
receiver is mounted on the satellite. And the
outputs through three p re-amplifiers of L,
W d and W s arc connected in turn to the input
of the step-frequency receiver. The receiving
frequency range wh ich is di vided into 15
channels, is fro m 300 Hz to 21 KHz. The
receiving system employs the h eterod yne system whose oscillators are stabilized by the
crystals. The d ouble he terodyne system is used
for the channels of 300Hz to 1.9 KHz and
t he si ngle for 3KHz to 21 KHz. T he block
diag ram of this receiving system is shown in
Fig . 2. A photograph of the receiver is a lso
shown in F ig. 3. For a ll receiving channels,
t he observable dynamic range of about 60 dB
ca n be obtained by means of a logarithmic
compressor and an atte nuator of 32 dB wh ich

Fig. 3 . Phot og raph of the PWP
rec ei vcr .
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Fig. 5.

Time sequence pattern of the telemeter in the REXS experiments

can be operated by command from the ground. An example of the amplitude characteristics of the receiver is shown in Fig. 4. And then, the output from the receiver
is supplied to an encoder which transforms a d -e input signal less than 3 Volts to a
PCM code of 4 bits.
The experimtnts on board the REXS satellite are made in the time sequence shown
m Fig. 5.

In this time sequence, the frame modes for the PWP experiment are It. 12

and I 3 , and the observing frequencies in each frame are tabulated in T able l.
The observed data coded in a PCM are telemetered by the transmitters on board
and are also recorded by a tape-recorder on board which can reproduce the data
above the Kagoshima Space Center.
With a view to quickly looking the data which is coded time-sequentially, at the
ground station, a quick look apparatus is us ed to display the amplitude for each
frequency on a chart paper.

Moreover, an apparatus recording the dyn amic fre-

quency spectra on a roll of facsimile paper is also used in parallel. The purpose of
this apparatus is to watch the operating condition of the receiver on board and also
to find out the remarkable phenomena in orbit without delay.

These dynamic

spectra of L, Ws and Wd are displayed by the densities of discharged spots on t he
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same facsimile pape r mo v ing with t he speed of 1.7 mm / min. for rea l time data and
0.4 mm/ min. for 1·eproduced data. An example of this d ynamic frequency spectrogram is shown in Fig. 6.
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Satellite Performance

The REXS satellite was launched at 02 h 40 m (U. T. ) August 19, 1972 into a n
el liptical orbit with an inclination of 31 o , an apogee a ltitude of 6570 km, a perigee
altitude of 240 km and a period of 160 minutes. The operation of the REXS satelli te
in orbit was satisfactory with the exception of the elect ron beam analyse r (EBA).
The operation of the EBA was dela yed three days in order to avoid the electric
discharge due to the residual gases in the apparatus. At 00 h 04 m (U .T .) on Rev.
26, the power of the EBA was switched on a nd at th at instant, the apparatus of the
EBA was d a maged. At t he sa me time, the encoder on board was a lso damaged by
a n accident to the EBA and no signi f icant d ata h ave, thereafter, been se nt from the

satellite.
In spite of this failure, a number of useful data concerning the PWP experiment
were obtained with the revolutions from R ev. 0 to Rev. 26, except for the measurement of magnetic field. The observing levels of the magnetic fi eld indicated almost
saturation values more than 3.5x 10-a gammas by the interfering di sturbances from
the other apparata on board. Therefore, the high sensitive observation for the
ma gnetic f ield was impossible. And as has been reported by previous workers (O sbo rne
et a l. , 1967; Scarf et al., 1968; Laaspe re ct a l., 1969), the electric field observation
on the fra me mode It was also disturbed by the interfering noises more than 300
:N / m except for the period when the sa tellite entered the shadO\N region of the
earth. The observations of these disturb ed frequency ranges we re expected to b e
made satisfactorily. if the se nsitivity of the receiver had been changed to the lower
side by the command from t he gro und. However, there was no chance for measuring
the electric field in lower frequency range a nd the magnetic field for a low sensitivity, because the telemeter system of the satellite was damaged too soon.

4.

Summary of Preliminary Results

As the magn etic field data obtained indicate almost satura tion values for most
orbits as mentioned above, only the results for the electric field are described in this
pa per. The orbits obtained available data arc Revs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 14, 15, 16, 17, 23, 24,
25 and 26. An example of the electric field streng ths observed for a typical orbit is
shown iin Fig . 7 a nd a dynamic frequency spectrog ram for the same orbit is also
shown in Fig. 8.
Investigating the data of the electric field st rength and the d ynamic frequency
spectrogram for each orbit, a summary of distinct ive features is sh own below;
1)

Electric Field Enhanceme1lt 1tear the Perigee in the lo1losphet·e

Ncar the perigee, the electric fi eld level of W s kept increasing durin g the period
of a bout 20 minutes.
The altitude of the sa tellite corresponding to this period is
lower than 800 km. In this a ltitude range, the electric noise levels for all observing
frequencies are enhanced remarkably a nd their maximum intensities are of the order
of 30 ftV / m for all frequency ba nds. On the other hand, the electric fi eld intensities
for the altitude hi gher than 800 km show the order of 2----3 11V / m. These electric
field intensi ties are remarkably sma ll compared w ith those in previous worker's repons.
(Scarf ct al., 1966, 1968) For the elect ric field of Wd, t he simila r e nhancements a rc
recognized, but these are not so r ema rkable as \Vs.
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Exampl e of an e lectric field strength measurement .

Electric Field Deaease in the Shadow Region of the Earth

When the satellite enters th e shadow reg-ion of the ea rth, the elect ric fi eld
intensities of Wd bdow 3 KHz show a sh a rp decrease exce pt for 700 Hz band. Th e
elect ric field level of 700 Hz always shows the saturation va lue due to th e interference
f rom the amplitude modulated wav<' of th e tclcm crcr. including the sub-carrier of
768± 128Hz. The refore , the electric field noises of W d below 3 KH z are believed
to be due to receiving the interfe ri ng disturbances by th e antenn a which arc generating in the satellite a nd leaking into th e su rrounding plasma th rough the solar pannels.
On the other h(lnd, the electric f ield lrvcls of W s below 3 KHz do not show such a
shadow effec:t but a lwa ys indicate the sal uration value for thr sub stantial portion o f
t he o rbit. I t may be consid crr.:d that these satu ration leve ls exceed ing 40 dB an: du e
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to the direct leakage of interfering no1ses gen eratin g m the satellite into the preamplifiers. If the attenuator of 32 dB had been used on board, the measurement in
these disturbed frequency ranges would have been possible for the natural noises
beyond the level of interfering disturbances. Unfortunately, t here was no chance to
confirm this fact, for the telemeter system on board was damaged on the third day
after launchin g .
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3)

NoHe Level Enlumcement in the Shadow Region of the Em·th

In the shadow region, there are some cases with a strong noise level enhancement
of Wd. In these occasions, the noise level of Ws a lways indicates the enhancement
corresponding to Wd. But, the noise level of Ws sometimes indicates the enhancement
even in a case when the noise level of Wd is quiet in the shadow region. Judging
from these results, the noise level of W s has two kinds of case which is either correlated or not correlated to that of Wd. Therefore, it may be assumed that these
phenomena of the noise level enhancement in th e shadow region which arc limited
up to 13 KHz band, arc different from the one in the perigee, which extend s more
than 21 KHz band.
4)

Receiving of Signals from the V LF Station in the Shadow
Region of the Eat·th

As shown in Fig. 7, when the satellite ente rs the shadow region, the signals havIng an almost constant level are received only in 15KHz a nd 17KHz bands of Wd.
Considering their intensities and t he frequency ranges, it is concluded that these
signals wi ll be the whistler-mod e waves from th e VLF transmitting stations on the
ground. These VLF signals in 15 KHz a nd 17 KHz bands have the intensit y of the
order of 20-2!1 dB. But, they can not be observed in the sunlit region . This will
be due to the high attenuation in the ionosphere in the d ay-time and this result is
consistent with the results which ha ve been observed with the rockets .
.J)

Striped

Pllttem

on Dynamic Spectrogram

As can be seen in Fig. 8, there arc striped patterns on the dynamic spectrogram
most of revolutions. The interval of the stripe which has a few di ffere nces
between each revolution, is about 5- 8 minutes, and moreover, its slow inclination
indicates the frequency dispersion of about 2-4 KHz per minute.
Although the reason for the occurrences of these frequency dispersion ph enomena
is not known at prese nt, this striped pattern may be an interesting subject for a
futurr study.
111

ii.

Concluding Remarks

The above is the summary of the prelimina ry results obtained from the dynamic
spectrogram and some noise level data by the quick look. More detailed a n alysis of
the data ought to b e done by the data reduction from the mag netic tape with a
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computer.
The REXS satellite has been planned to h ave a life-time of more than three
mouths. And it has been expected that the satellite w ill encounter with various kinds
of abnorma l phenomena such as solar bursts occurring during this period.
To our regrets, however, we had no chance to observe these expected phenomena,
because the damage of th e satellite occurred too soon.
Since the results present only a brief survey of the data available, it is expected
that more compreh ensive studies of the va riou s phenomena mentioned above will be
published in the near· future.
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